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Key Points

- Despite generous financial support, there is a perception that Australia has been unfair to Timor-Leste in the allocation of the revenue that may be accrued from the hydrocarbon reserves in the Timor Sea.
- The humanitarian aid and generous assistance given by Australia to Timor-Leste and Indonesia has been mirrored in the provisions of the various maritime boundary agreements reached with those two countries.
- The geographical and legal bases by which Australia claims sovereign rights to the resources on and under its natural continental shelf are clear and unambiguous: no other country has a right to claim sovereignty over the area. The willingness of Australia to forfeit a percentage of the royalties from those areas is a commendable gesture of goodwill.
- Under the 2002 Timor Sea Treaty, Timor-Leste will earn in excess of 90 per cent of all tax revenues from the projects within Joint Petroleum Development Area (JPDA).
- The International Unitisation Agreement for the Greater Sunrise Unit Area reflects the geographical location of the resources. Timor-Leste will receive 18.1 per cent of the Greater Sunrise tax revenues and 81.9 per cent will go to Australia.

Summary

The manner in which the three littoral States of the Arafura and Timor Seas – Australia, Indonesia and Timor-Leste (also referred to as East Timor) – have agreed to manage the maritime space and marine resources in the two regional semi-enclosed seas has been affected by a number of factors.
Indeed, after the 9 January 2017 trilateral statement relating to the case brought against Australia by Timor-Leste at the Permanent Court of Arbitration, it is an opportune time to examine and analyse the facts, assess the implications of fables, expose the fabrications and to highlight the fictional issues that came to the fore in 2002 and that have continued thereafter. It is equally timely to query the provisions in, and the failure, as of May 2017, to enter into force, of the 1997 Agreement between Australia and Indonesia. The 2002 Timor Sea Treaty between Australia and East Timor is also overviewed.

Since 2005, Timor-Leste has sought legal action against Australia. The focus now is on the 2006 Certain Maritime Arrangements in the Timor Sea (the CMATS Treaty), which became effective on 23 February 2007. Legal action is delaying the development of the Greater Sunrise gas field. The effectiveness of these agreements is open to conjecture and is based on three concepts: myth, perception and the realities of geography and international law.

Part One of this analysis explores the issues and problems that have been encountered in managing the resources of the seas to Australia’s north and, indeed, the goodwill that Australia has demonstrated when negotiating maritime jurisdiction with its northern neighbours. Part Two will highlight some of the claims that have clouded geographical reality and assess the most recent proceedings at the Permanent Court of Arbitration.

Analysis

A trilateral joint statement was issued on 9 January 2017 relating to the case taken by the Government of Timor-Leste against the Government of Australia at the Permanent Court of Arbitration (PCA), Case No. 2016-10 on conciliation matters. The issue at hand, the process to resolve the differences between the two States over lines of marine resource allocation in the Timor Sea, will be discussed below.

The marine resources contained in the water column, on the seabed and in the substratum of the Arafura and Timor Seas have been a source of contention for the three littoral States for many decades and, since 1982, the focus of academic debate and concerns at the administrative levels of three national Governments. This study acknowledges the neighbourly gestures, financial support and generosity of Australia towards Indonesia and Timor-Leste and the need for Australia, within reason, to continue assistance to enhance the lifestyle of the coastal communities of Timor Island and elsewhere as a gesture of goodwill and good neighbourliness. A plethora of bilateral agreements that were designed to establish the lines of marine resource allocations and the utilisation of maritime space have raised questions and sown doubts about the genuine and sincere manner in which the negotiations were conducted. Indeed, legal action has been taken against the Government of Australia in separate instances by the Governments of Indonesia and Timor-Leste and, in 1995, by the then Government of Portugal at the International Court of Justice.

This discussion centres on the issues and problems and highlights some of the claims that have clouded the geographical reality and, furthermore, the goodwill that Australia has demonstrated when negotiating maritime jurisdiction with its northern neighbours. The
dispute over the lines of resource allocation – maritime boundaries – is locked up in a complicated history of a geopolitically complex region and is not based on legal but, rather, moral, grounds. Australia, it was alleged by the former President of Timor-Leste, had exploited his vulnerable country while negotiating treaties relating to the revenues from potential hydrocarbon exploitation in a disputed maritime territory. The counterargument is that Timor-Leste has, in fact, benefitted from the revenue-sharing treaties generously offered by Australia.

**Geographical Reality**

The Australian continent covers a surface area of about 7.7 million square kilometres. Although the land surface area of the majority of these islands is small, under the provisions of international law these territories enabled Australia to proclaim marine jurisdiction over large tracts of the ocean and seabed that surround these islands. Australia has the sovereign right to explore and exploit the seabed and water column in its Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ). Australia has one of the largest EEZs in the world, with the total area being greater than its land surface area. The EEZ generally extends to a 200-nautical mile limit from the coastline of Australia, including the external territories. One nautical mile (M) is equivalent to 1,852 metres – an international standard and unit of measurement used in marine navigation and employed in the Articles of the 1982 UN Law of the Sea Convention.

The natural prolongation (continental margin) of the Australian landmass is extensive: off the north coast there are the Sahul Shelf and Exmouth Plateau; off the south coast is the Tasman Plateau; off the north-east coast is the Queensland Plateau, which covers an extensive area under the Coral Sea; off the central east coast, the width of the continental shelf is relatively narrow, while, off the west coast, the width of the continental margin varies from 100 to nearly 300M. For example, the limiting edges of the Carnarvon Terrace and Naturaliste Plateau are each in excess of 500 km (about 250M) in an east-west extent from the coastline. The continental margin extends generally out to a depth of 2,500 metres.

Maintaining good relations with Indonesia is a cornerstone of Australia’s foreign policy and a mutually satisfactory settlement of the entire maritime boundary between Australia and Indonesia was seen as being important to Australia since at least 1971. ¹

Indonesia is the largest “archipelagic state” in the world. It consists of five major islands and no less than 35 smaller groups of islands and islets. In total, there are about 17,000 islands and islets, of which about 6,000 are inhabited. With an overall distance of more than 4,800 kilometres from east to west, Indonesia covers an area which is almost as great as that of Europe. Nearly 80 per cent of the area between its geographical extremities consists of seas. The total land area of Indonesia covers about 1,900,000 square kilometres, making it the world’s fourteenth-largest territorial entity. (See also Table 1, below.) The main principle underlying Indonesian marine policy is *Wawasan Nusantara*, which implies that “the seas and the straits must be utilised to bridge the physical separations between the islands,
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regions and manifold ethnic groups. This principle is seen as being important to maintaining the national unity and security of Indonesia as a state. The concept of the archipelagic state is central to Indonesia’s maritime jurisdictional claims and is based on a Dutch-era law, the Royal Territorial Sea Ordinance 1939.

Timor-Leste includes the eastern half of the island of Timor, the Oecussi (Ambeno) region, an enclave on the north-west portion of the island of Timor, and the islands of Atauro and Jaco. Timor-Leste’s potential terrestrial boundary with Indonesia measures about 228 km. The two governments have held a series of talks to determine their terrestrial boundary over several years, but no decision has been forthcoming and, as such, no maritime boundary between the two states has yet been determined. Timor-Leste declared the width of its territorial sea as 12 nautical miles, a contiguous zone of 24M and an exclusive fishing zone of 200M. The continental shelf south of Timor Island is relatively narrow.

**Neighbourly Gestures**

Australia has been one of Timor-Leste’s strongest supporters and partners, although recent rhetoric from some Timor-Leste administrators might suggest otherwise. Timor-Leste is confronted by all the challenges relating to the simultaneous establishment of a stable government, economy and society. Achieving long-term development in Timor-Leste is a goal that will take decades rather than a few years to achieve. This is a massive task and a long term endeavour. Between August 1999 and June 2007, Australia provided over $570 million in Official Development Assistance (ODA) to Timor-Leste. After raising its aid significantly in 2006-07 to meet the needs of the security and humanitarian crisis, AusAID noted that Australia (Table 2, below) invested a further $72.8 million in 2007-08. During the stated period, Timor-Leste ranked as Australia’s ninety-first largest trading partner, with total merchandise trade valued at $37 million (up from around $19 million in 2005-06). Australian exports to Timor-Leste were valued at $33 million and major items included refined petroleum and motor vehicles. Imports were valued at $4 million, with coffee the major commodity. Two-way goods and services trade during 2014 was valued at $218 million. Total revenue to flow to Timor-Leste from the joint development arrangements in the Timor Sea was valued at US$11.75 million.
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An Australia/Timor-Leste Development Assistance Strategy for 2007-2011 confirmed Canberra’s successful partnership with Dili and provided long-term support in important areas of existing co-operation (such as policing, economic management and budget execution, water supply and sanitation) and important newer areas of engagement for Australia (for example, vocational education, system-wide health service delivery, strengthening the courts and justice system, and the development of key infrastructure necessary for growth like roads and electricity transmission). The new strategy and performance framework was finalised in consultation with the Government of Timor-Leste following that country’s parliamentary elections of 30 June 2007. Similarly, the Australia/Timor-Leste Country Strategy 2009-2014 mapped out a framework for how Australian ODA will assist Timor-Leste to meet the Millennium Development Goals.

The bilateral trade outcome for 2014/15 was revised to $75.4 million; the total ODA estimate for 2015/16 was $95.3 million, which included an estimated $68 million in bilateral funding that was managed by the Australian Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (DFAT). A forward aid investment plan by ODA for Timor-Leste for the period 2015 to 2019 was published on the Department’s webpages on 30 September 2015, which listed the strategic priorities and rationale. Total Australian Government support for Timor-Leste in the period 2014-15 was $117.2 million. The document noted that Timor-Leste had made

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: Australia’s Overseas Development Aid Programme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Indonesia:</strong> Total Australia ODA Estimated Outcome 2015-16: $379.1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Priorities include increasing and sustaining economic management and growth including addressing environment challenges, supporting the transition to democracy, enhancing human security and stability, and increasing the accessibility and quality of basic social services.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 2016-17 bilateral agreement budget estimate is $296.0 million and the 2016-17 Australian ODA estimate is $365.7 million.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Timor-Leste:</strong> Total Australian ODA Estimated Outcome 2015-16: $99.1 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Building a functional and effective state, strengthening economic development and management, and improving delivery of services.</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This value includes an estimated $68 million in bilateral funding to the Government of Timor-Leste. The 2016-17 total Australian ODA estimate is $93.7 million.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

substantial progress in the 12 years since independence and continues to take ownership of its development agenda. Indeed, the Government of Timor-Leste had implemented its own 20-year “Strategic Development Plan 2011-2030”, which is ambitious, and rightly so. A heavy reliance on the potential riches garnered from perceived hydrocarbon reserves in the substratum of the seabed in the Timor Sea should not, however, be relied on especially when the price of a barrel of crude oil in March 2016 was a mere US$37.18 and by May 2017 had only risen to around US$48 per barrel.

Despite these co-operative efforts and relatively generous financial support, there is a perception among some people in Timor-Leste and elsewhere that Australia has been unfair to the citizens of Timor-Leste in the allocation of the revenue that may be accrued from the exploitation of the hydrocarbon reserves that are perceived to exist in the substratum of the Timor Sea in an area between the two countries (or three, if Indonesia perceives it has a share). Timor-Leste has benefitted from the treaties that it negotiated, willingly, with Australia since 2002. Table 2 is indicative of Australia’s generosity via Overseas Development Aid programmes.

The unstinting humanitarian aid and generous assistance given by successive Governments of Australia towards Timor-Leste and Indonesia, which is only natural and an international obligation, is acknowledged at regional and global levels and extensively documented in the electronic and print media and in academic research. To this end, the generosity is evidenced in the series of maritime boundary agreements that Australia is party to with its neighbours in the Arafura and Timor Seas, where geographical reality is overshadowed by political expediency.

**Lines of Resource Allocations in the Arafura and Timor Seas**

Australia and Indonesia signed seabed boundary agreements in two sections: first, to define Points A1 to A12 within the western limits of Torres Strait and the Arafura Sea in 1971; and second, two additional sections A12 to A16, and A17 to A25 in the Timor Sea in 1972 that defined the seabed boundary between the two states at the edge of the natural continental shelf on the basis of the 1958 Geneva Convention of the Continental Shelf. A gap in the seabed boundary between Points A16 and A17 was created due to the fact that Australian negotiators had taken into account that the administrators of Portuguese Timor refused to participate at the negotiations. Indeed, the tiny colony was neglected over many years by its colonial masters in Lisbon who, in any case, were in the midst of growing economic and political difficulties at the time. The boundary as determined inferred that it was a maritime boundary between Australia and Indonesia although the word “seabed” appeared in the title of the agreement. The edge of the natural continental shelf was generally accepted by the international community as being the 200-metre isobath. The edge of the natural prolongation of the landmass – the continental margin – is the 2,500-metre isobath. In hindsight, if the Government of Portugal had been party to the agreement, the arrangement
of the alignment may have been slightly different. It is likely, however, that the principle of
natural prolongation would have applied.4

The geographical and legal bases by which Australia claims sovereign rights to the resources
on and under its natural continental shelf are clear and unambiguous. No other country has
a right to claim sovereignty over this area. It was the 1945 [President] Truman Proclamation
that asserted sovereign rights over the resources on and under the natural prolongation of
the landmass which, in essence, signalled the extension of coastal states’ jurisdiction.5 That
Australia was willing to forfeit a certain percentage of royalties to Indonesia and Timor-
Leste, in separate agreements, is highly commendable and should be seen as a continued
friendly gesture and goodwill towards the littoral States.6

Agreements and Treaties: Australia and Indonesia

As stated above, portions of the seabed boundary between Australia and Indonesia in the
Arafura and Timor Seas were resolved by agreements in 1971 and 1972. After Indonesia
occupied East Timor, Australia and Indonesia signed the 1989 Timor Gap Treaty, which
delineated the boundary between East Timor and Australia at the edge of the Australian
continental shelf, only about 30M from the south coast of East Timor.7 Further agreements
and treaties established, in 1981, a Provisional Fisheries Surveillance and Enforcement Line
(PFS&EL), a Memorandum of Understanding “Box” in 1974 and 1989, a Zone of Co-operation
in 1989 to “close the Timor Gap” and a suite of lines of marine resource allocations in a
March 1997 Treaty that included a single-purpose maritime boundary to the north of
Christmas Island (Figure 1).8

An analysis of the 1997 Maritime Boundary Delimitation Treaty suggests that the provisions
in the agreement do not support the confident conclusion suggested by the Parties to the
Agreement. In essence, the Treaty established a regime under which Indonesia enjoys
practically unfettered sovereign rights to explore, exploit, conserve and manage the marine
biotic resources in the water column of the zone of overlapping jurisdiction. By May 2017
(20 years having lapsed), the Agreement had not been ratified by the Parties to it, thereby
creating an expansive “grey area” of uncertainty for the fishing industry and, indeed, for the
oil and gas industry, operating in the Arafura and Timor Seas.9 Administrators in both
governments would argue that the agreement is ‘working well’. In practical terms, however,
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4 Forbes, V.L. and Auburn, F.M., ‘The Timor Gap Zone of Co-operation’, Boundary Briefing, № 9,
Griffin, C. (Eds), Australia’s Arc of Instability: The Political and Cultural Dynamics of Regional Security,
9 Based on personal communications with staff from Australian embassies and academics throughout
2016.
a different picture emerges, as witnessed by the incidences of human trafficking towards Australia, issues raised by Australian fishers operating in the Timor Sea and problems of delays in oil and gas exploration and exploitation. The rationale employed by Indonesia in failing to ratify the 1997 agreement is open to conjecture.\textsuperscript{10}

The provisions of the 1997 Treaty would appear to place Australia in a disadvantageous position in that the seabed and substratum rights held by Australia in an area of overlapping jurisdiction might only be enjoyed largely at Indonesia’s discretion. On the other hand, the EEZ sovereign rights held by Indonesia would generally be unaffected by any jurisdictional position that Australia may implement consistent with international law with reference to resources on and in the substratum of the natural continental shelf. The provisions of the Treaty that recognise the regimes for ocean management depend on continued goodwill between the governments of the two countries. The Treaty is silent, however, on matters that could be contentious, for example, people smuggling, the apprehension of illegal fishers and other activities that might actively serve to aggravate relationship difficulties through differing interpretations of the Treaty and cultural misunderstandings.\textsuperscript{11}

The Treaty does, however, offer a degree of assurance to those conducting the exploration and exploitation of hydrocarbon resources within the “grey zones”. Reservations about certain provisions contained in the treaty relate to the fact that any exploration in the

\textsuperscript{10} Based on personal correspondence with operators of fishing fleets off the WA north coast and the hydrocarbon industry in the Timor Sea between March 1997 and late 2016.

seabed under Australian jurisdiction can only commence when permission is granted by Indonesian authorities. The rationale is that it is a matter of courtesy.\textsuperscript{12}

\textit{The Timor Sea Treaty: Australia and Timor-Leste}

On 3 July 2001, the Australian Government announced that Australia and East Timorese/United Nations Transitional Administration for East Timor (UNTAET) representatives had reached an Agreement on a new Timor Sea Arrangement to replace the 1989 Timor Gap Treaty (TGT). Since that moment, the then East Timorese Prime Minister, despite signing the agreement and the subsequent Timor Sea Treaty (TST), has constantly offered unconstructive comments. The TST, signed on 20 May 2002 and subsequently ratified, was intended to build on the extensive assistance that Australia had already provided to Timor-Leste. Since Dili gained its independence, its government has rejected the delineation, instead calling for the boundary to be set midway between Australia and Timor-Leste, thus giving it full possession of the Greater Sunrise Gas Field, as well as the Laminaria-Corralina and Buffalo hydrocarbon reserves (Figure 2).

\textbf{Figure 2: Blocks Allocated for Exploration and Proven Fields}

The TST was an interim arrangement allowing for joint petroleum development by Australia and Timor-Leste in the Timor Sea pending a maritime boundary agreement between the two countries. The Timor-Leste Parliament passed the Maritime Zone Act, which proclaimed the country’s potential maritime entitlement under international law. Soon after signing the Timor Sea Treaty and the enactment of the Maritime Zone Act, East Timor’s then Prime Minister sent diplomatic correspondence to Australia requesting talks on the delimitation of the maritime boundary. The Australian Prime Minister agreed to hold negotiations between the two countries, which resulted in preparatory talks on 12 November 2003 in Darwin followed by twice-yearly talks which began in April 2004. The boundary negotiations were neither a simple process nor an arm-twisting affair.

Any discussion of talks with Indonesia relating to the common maritime boundary with Timor-Leste awaits the demarcation of the terrestrial boundary. It is just as important for Timor-Leste to demarcate its terrestrial boundaries and delimit its maritime boundaries with Indonesia. If the lateral maritime boundaries have not been determined between Indonesia and Timor-Leste it would be difficult for the latter to substantiate its claim to the Greater Sunrise deposits which, in any case, is located on the natural prolongation of the Australian continent and well south of the Timor Trough. In a Note Verbale available on the UN Division of Oceans and Law of the Sea website, Timor-Leste has objected to Indonesia’s claimed archipelagic base points – as revised on many occasions – in the vicinity of two parcels of land: one an enclave and the other an island to the north of Timor Island. Ironically, however, the official Timor-Leste website offers maps that depict the country’s Exclusive Economic Zone of 200-nautical mile radius as encompassing many islands under Indonesian sovereignty.

The Timor Sea Treaty of 2002 between Australia and Timor-Leste established a Joint Petroleum Development Area (JPDA) in the Timor Sea. The designated JPDA replaced “Area A” of the now defunct 1989 Zone of Co-operation. The JPDA is administered jointly by Australia and Timor-Leste. Two major oil and gas fields, the Bayu-Undan, which is being developed by Conoco Phillips and the Greater Sunrise gas project by Shell, along with several minor reserves, are encompassed within the limits of the JPDA and partially outside the polygon, respectively. The Government of Timor-Leste will earn in excess of 90 per cent of all tax revenues from the projects within the JPDA. Indeed, total receipts from the Bayu-
Undan and Kitan fields were in excess of $591 million, with two production-sharing contracts in production mode and seven other contracts in the exploration stages.

Companies involved in the major projects within the JPDA have been working to ensure effective implementation of the Timor Sea Treaty. The key elements of the Treaty, which is to last for 30 years – that is, until 2032 – are:

- A revenue split of 90 per cent for Timor-Leste and the remainder to Australia from petroleum development activities in the JPDA;
- Deferral of the delimitation of a permanent seabed boundary without prejudice to the rights or entitlements of Australia and Timor-Leste;
- Maintenance of the contractual terms of the existing oil and gas projects;
- Australian jurisdiction over the planned pipeline from the JPDA to Australia;
- Unitisation of the Greater Sunrise Field (which straddles the JPDA and an area under Australian jurisdiction) on the basis that 20 per cent of the field lies within the JPDA and 80 per cent of the field lies within Australian jurisdiction; and
- Twenty per cent of the royalties from Greater Sunrise to go to Timor-Leste. (This figure was subsequently revised upwards to 50 per cent; a generous gesture by Australia).

The Timor Sea Treaty was intended as an interim agreement that is without prejudice to the position of either country on their maritime boundary claims. Development of the oil and gas resources, including the major Bayu-Undan field, is proceeding. Revenues have already started flowing, and it is estimated that Timor-Leste could earn as much as US$15 billion ($19.9 billion) in revenues from the Bayu-Undan project alone. The revenue received by Timor-Leste from production in the JPDA and Greater Sunrise is paid into the country’s Petroleum Fund, which, as of 2015 (the most recent data available), had a balance of US$16.218 billion. The Fund balance was expected to fall in 2016 as the petroleum revenues accrued during 2015 were US$979 million but inflows from hydrocarbon exploitation revenues declined significantly during 2016.

*International Unitisation Agreement (IUA) for Greater Sunrise*

The IUA, signed by Australia and Timor-Leste on 6 March 2003, provides the secure legal and regulatory environment required for the development of the Greater Sunrise gas reservoirs. Under the Timor Sea Treaty, Greater Sunrise is apportioned on the basis that 20.1 per cent of the field falls within the JPDA and the remaining 79.9 per cent lies in an area to the east of the JPDA over which Australia exercises exclusive seabed jurisdiction. This apportionment reflects the geographical location of the resources. The IUA unitises the reservoirs on the same basis. Legislation implementing the IUA is now in place. Due to the agreed resource split in the JPDA, under the IUA, Timor-Leste would receive tax revenues from 18.1 per cent of the Greater Sunrise resource and Australia would receive the remaining 81.9 per cent.
Those values were redefined to the greater benefit of Timor-Leste in the 2006 negotiations. Therein lies a difference of opinion between the countries, which is mainly driven by parties with vested interests external to Timor-Leste. While Australia is committed to the prompt ratification of the IUA, Timor-Leste Prime Minister Mari Alkatiri has reportedly threatened that his country would delay ratification of the Greater Sunrise IUA ‘until Australia accepted negotiations over maritime borders.’

**CMATS Treaty**

Australia and Timor-Leste entered into the landmark Treaty on Certain Maritime Arrangements in the Timor Sea (the CMATS Treaty), on 12 January 2006. The CMATS Treaty is a further interim agreement that is without prejudice to the position of either country on their maritime boundary claims. The Treaty, together with the earlier IUA, established a framework for the exploitation of the Greater Sunrise gas and oil resources and will realise the equal sharing of upstream government revenues flowing from the project. The CMATS Treaty represents an opportunity to further underpin the income and development of one of Australia’s nearest neighbours while, at the same time, putting on hold the two countries’ claims to jurisdiction and maritime boundaries in the Timor Sea for fifty years, to 2056. An exchange of notes was held in Dili, on 23 February 2007, at which the government representatives of the two countries formally notified each other that their domestic processes for the entry into force of the Treaty were completed.

The IUA was brought into force concurrently with the CMATS Treaty and, even though they are, therefore, now legally binding, they remain open to some conjecture. The Treaty reflects the agreed creative solution between Australia and Timor-Leste that was designed to allow the exploitation of the Greater Sunrise gas reservoirs to proceed while suspending maritime boundary claims for a significant period and keeping the current treaty arrangements in place.

As part of the solution found through the CMATS Treaty, although the formal apportionment of Greater Sunrise under the IUA remains the same, Australia will share equally (50:50) the upstream tax revenues from the resource. The Greater Sunrise project could result in transfers of revenue to Timor-Leste of as much as US$10 billion ($13.3 billion) over the life of the project. The exact benefit to Timor-Leste and Australia will depend on the economics of the project. Exploitation of the Greater Sunrise reservoirs, and the additional revenue provided under the CMATS Treaty, will assist in securing Timor-Leste’s development and economic stability, although too much reliance on the flow of oil is, of course, not wise economic policy.

Australia and Timor-Leste are bound by the Treaty to refrain from asserting or pursuing their claims to rights, jurisdiction or maritime boundaries in relation to the other for 50 years. The two countries undertook not to commence any dispute settlement proceedings against the other that would raise the delimitation of maritime boundaries in the Timor Sea. Consistent with the CMATS Treaty and associated side letters, Australia will be able to continue
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regulating and authorising petroleum activities outside of the JPDA and south of the 1972 Australia-Indonesia seabed boundary.\textsuperscript{14} That mutual gesture, however, has been overturned by the actions of Timor-Leste in seeking the decision of the Permanent Court of Arbitration in a process that began in August 2016 and in which the Court will offer its verdict in October 2017.

Other initiatives established by the CMATS Treaty include: an independent assessment process at the request of either Party to review the reconciliation of the revenue sharing; Timor-Leste being able to exercise water-column (fisheries) jurisdiction within the JPDA; and the establishment of a Maritime Commission to constitute a focal point for bilateral consultations on maritime matters of interest to the Parties, including on maritime security, the protection of the marine environment and management of natural resources. Perhaps at this point the question can be posed: is this not already an equitable solution?

The various myths and fables, and the implications thereof, will be examined in Part Two of this paper. It will also examine and analyse the facts, expose the fabrications and highlight the fictional issues that came to the fore in 2002 and that have since continued.
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\textsuperscript{14} In the legal “grey area” where a dual regime of seabed rights and water column jurisdiction presently exists, the latter is awarded to Indonesia and the former to Australia.